The Pearls:
Increasing Productivity in 32 Millimeter Cabinetmaking

Brought to you by:

Introduction
As a cabinetmaker of not a few years, I have had the “opportunity” to stand behind my saw, as many
of you do, and in my mind, scream: “There’s got to be an easier way to do this stuff!” The object of this
writing is to reply, “YES! There’s a much easier way.”

Pearl Diving
Let me tell you now, I did not invent the ideas written in here, but rather found them here and there in
my travels working for an excellent hardware manufacturer, Julius Blum Inc. My job took me out of the
confines of a shop, and into the world of cabinet manufacturing. I’ve visited now, thousands of shops of
every size and stature. In these shops, I’ve seen first-hand how the minds of many diligent woodworkers
have produced a wealth of knowledge. Unfortunately, most of that knowledge stayed right were it was found,
never to be shared with the folks who needed it most—other cabinetmakers! Day after day I stumbled onto
bits of genius waiting to be put to use in everyday cabinet making. This is why I called this piece The Pearls.
Each shop I entered was like opening another shell in search of some new idea or “pearl of wisdom” to share
with my customers. As I found these “pearls,” I jotted them down in a notebook for future reference. I could
never have imagined where this all would lead.

Putting It All Together
As I traveled, I noticed that shop after shop had a great idea or two. Maybe it was a layout, or how to
drill shelf holes, but nobody had all the little pieces in one spot! Real estate people, doctors, and even attorneys have monthly periodicals to update them in their craft. Cabinetmakers seemed to have books full of ads
but none with answers to everyday questions! The only way to learn something new in a shop was to bring in
new blood; that is, fire someone and rely on the guy’s replacement to have new ideas! That’s crazy!

Taking it to the Street
One day, I put all the notes under my arm and went to visit a customer of mine. I showed him the
“bag of pearls” I had in my notebook. The results were astounding: The shop documented a 40% increase in
productivity within 24 hours! What used to take eight hours to build now takes only five. What’s amazing
is that this increase came without hiring additional help, or buying additional machinery. In fact, the only
thing that changed was the method they used to build the same cabinet they always built!
Three years and many 32 millimeter seminars later, the list of successful shops and happy cabinetmakers goes on and on. These ideas now travel state-to-state with the other Blum representatives in an effort
to give our customers the “edge” they need to be the best at their craft!
Happy pearl diving,

Charlie Karp
Blum Inc.
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Cabinet Layout

Layout Stick
• A layout “stick” (story pole) will be used here to help us understand how to lay out the cabinets from
top to bottom, using the in-line bored holes or line boring.
Remember that the 5mm holes accommodate not only shelves, but the hardware as well. Accurately
locating the line boring is critical! Line bore 37mm from the front edge, and let the holes run the length
of the stick. (Stick to be at least 2"x36"<) This stick now represents the front, inside edge of an end
panel, and will be laid out in full scale from now on.

IMPORTANT! Line boring is your “Anchor in the Sea.” This means that ALL
vertical measurements for your cabinet layout will originate from the center line
of a 5mm hole. Even the drawer and drawer front dimensions, door heights and
box heights are determined by measuring from the center of the holes.

f

Layout from left to right. Mark LEFT as the bottom.

F

1. Draw a line indicating “Bottom of Cabinet” on the left end at: 12.5mm (1/2") down (left), from a 5mm
hole. (See Figure 1 on the next page)
2. Find the height of your cabinet by measuring up (right) from this line, to the nearest hole to the panel
height you want. Place your pencil in the hole nearest this measurement.
3. To create a center-bored or balanced end panel, the distance from the top of the panel to the first hole
should be the same as the distance from the bottom to the first hole. Mark your layout 1/2" up from the
hole your pencil is placed in to arrive at the top of your end panel. (See figure 2)
4. The distance between these two lines is your end panel height (see figure 3). The distance from the top
down to the first hole and the bottom to the first hole up, should be the same. (1/2") This is now a
balanced or generic*, end panel! On a base unit, the end panel closest to the typical 31 1/4" end panel,
figures out to 31.22" or 793mm as a balanced or generic end panel.
For other balanced panel height dimensions, refer to the chart at the end of this booklet. Each dimension listed in this chart produces a balanced panel height when line bored to proper dimensions (e. g.
1/2" [12.5 mm] from top and bottom).

*NOTE: By “GENERIC,” I mean that the end panel has no top or bottom; no
right or left hand, and can be used to make several different configurations of
cabinets with the same panel layout! This eliminates many common mistakes
made in production. ALSO, the dimension from the bottom of the panel to the
first hole NEVER CHANGES, so a stop on the line bore set up can be set once
and never moved! This creates a high degree of accuracy in the shop and
eliminates doubt or question as to the location of the stops for any
particular job.
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Pencil line here
indicates top of end
panel.

Fig. 2

Layout Stick

12.5 mm
(0.5 in.)

Fig. 3
See Chart
back page

X
37mm
32mm

Pencil line here
indicates bottom
of end panel.

Fig. 1

12.5 mm
(0.5 in.)

19 mm
(0.75 in.)
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Drawer Locating

Find your Blum Metabox layout cards
• We will use these cards to learn how to locate the drawers in the cabinet, and to find where to attach the
front to the drawer so the fronts will fall in their correct overlays and spacing.

IMPORTANT! The layout card represents the minimum space needed, for a
particular drawer. A drawer opening can be taller than the card, but not smaller
than the card. REMEMBER, drawers ALWAYS “split” across from a system
hole. (See Figure 5 on the next page). The black circled hole is the hole your
slide will mount in! Make sure this hole lands on a system hole.

Locating the Drawer in the case
• By placing the cards on the stick, you can arrive at the space needed for each drawer. Remember, we
are laying out our cabinet in full scale, so “what you see is what you’ll get.”
1. Place a 320M card as close to the top of the “end panel” layout as you can with out letting the card
overlap the top line. This is your top drawer. Mark the slide location with an “S.”
2. Place a 320H card at the bottom. This is the bottom drawer location. Mark your slide location.
(Black circle)
3. To make a four-drawer bank, you can split the remaining holes up to suit yourself on the layout. Count
two holes above the bottom card. Mark your split. Repeat.

Locating The “Split”
4. The “split,” or space allowed between drawers, is indicated on the stick by drawing a line 1.5mm up
and 1.5mm down from the centerline of the 5mm hole. (See “The Split,” on the next page.)
5. Remove your pencil, and draw a “split” across from this hole.
6. Place the 320H card ABOVE the split, then count two more holes above the card again. Mark a split on
this hole. Move the 320H card above this split. Mark the “S” for slide.
7. The third drawer up from the bottom should leave room for a split just under the top drawer. This will
also leave room for a “spreader” or cleat under the top drawer as well. Experiment with other combinations of cards, to accomplish the type of drawer configuration you want.

Challenge
On your own, try to lay out an eight drawer bank, using the method shown here, in a 793mm (31.22")
panel. Use the 320N cards. Start at the bottom and work up, marking the “splits” and moving the card
up the panel.
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Drawer Front Layouts

Layout Stick

Door and drawer fronts must ALWAYS
split across from a hole.

5 mm

Drawer Front

Drawer
Front

“The Split”
1.5 mm
up

3 mm
1.5 mm
down

Fig. 5

Drawer Front

C

32mm

Door

37mm
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Drawer Sizing

The Standard
• Standard or “S” indicates a measurement from the centerline of any two 5 mm holes in the vertical line
(a multiple of 32mm). S is determined by counting the spaces between the holes and multiplying that
number by 32mm. (See Figure 4 on the next page.)
• All calculations used in determining the vertical dimensions for doors, drawer fronts, hardware applications, etc. must begin with the S dimension. Read on…

Notice that all fronts “split” across from a hole! Please remember this important rule! (Next page, Figure 5)

1. Drawer Height Dimensions (intermediate) can be found by finding “S” (standard), and subtracting 3mm
for your drawer front clearances or “splits.” Do this by subtracting 1.5mm from the top and 1.5mm
from the bottom of the drawer face (Figure 6, next page).

“S” - 3 = DRAWER FRONT HEIGHT

2. Use the Blum drawer layout cards now, to arrive at different drawer numbers and configurations to get
a feel for how this system works.

Example: Use the drawing on the next page to arrive at a drawer front’s vertical
dimension. A front covering four spaces can be found as follows:
4 spaces X 32mm = 128mm(S) - 3mm (3mm “split”) = 125mm
(Front height of typical top drawer in a base unit.)
Using this simple method to arrive at this dimension, instead of a tape measure,
eliminates a vast margin of error. Differences between tape measures and the
possibility of mismeasurement are no longer a problem. Math is pure, and by
using it to arrive at your dimensions, you greatly increase your accuracy
throughout the shop.
• Since a split between drawers and doors always occurs across from a hole, (see Split Rule above) a
spreader or “web cleat” always locates centered on a hole as well. (See Figure 7 on the next page.)
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Drawer
Front

Fig. 7
Spreader

Door and drawer fronts must ALWAYS
split across from a hole.

Drawer
Front

The

Standard
“S”

5 mm

Drawer Front

“The Split”

Fig. 4

1.5 mm
up

3 mm

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

1.5 mm
down

37mm
32mm

Drawer
Front

“S” - 3mm = Drawer Front Height

Drawer Front

Layout Stick

C
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The Bottom Rule

Using The Bottom Rule
• The Bottom Rule or “The B Rule” applies when calculating a drawer/door front vertical dimension on
a part that overlays the bottom of the case. Increasing your dimension by 14 mm causes the front to
overlay the bottom shelf completely. The B Rule applies to calculating any part that overlays the
“Bottom.” Follow steps 1 through 3 on the next page.

EXAMPLE: (S = 160) S - 3 = 157 + 14 (B) = 171mm Your bottom drawer
dimension for 3/4" material.
IMPORTANT: All calculations must begin with “The Standard” “S” and follow
the same path of calculations to arrive at a dimension. This rule will all but
eliminate mistakes in communication between office and shop. Anything added
or subtracted from a dimension, must be added or subtracted from the “Standard” dimension in order.

EXAMPLE: I need to subtract 10mm from the top of my top drawer, to allow for
a large tile ‘V’ cap overlay at the top.
(5 X 32 mm S) - GAP =
(S = 160) 160
-3
=

DH -CLRNC =
157 - 10
=

STDA
147

(Special Top Drawer Application.) Notice I still subtract 3mm for clearances and
follow the same path as I calculate.

Challenge
On your own, try to arrive at the dimension for a door in this configuration.
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The “B” Rule:

1
Standard drawer would
have stopped here, 1.5 mm
above the centerline
of bottom hole.
1

1.5 mm ( /16 in.)
14 mm
(0.55 in.)

“S”

Face Ht.

Bottom Drawer Front
(107 mm)

Layout Stick

B Rule

37 mm
(1.46 in.)

split

ALWAYS add 14 mm
to height calculation of
door or drawer fronts
that overlay flush to the
bottom of the cabinet.
This rule only applies to
bottom overlays!

96 - 3 + 14 = 107
This Example

3
Drawer/door front
height is increased
14 mm over the “standard”
or intermediate size
to compensate for the
bottom overlay.

C

Pencil line here
indicates bottom
of end panel.

12.5 mm
(0.5 in.)

2

14 mm
(0.55 in.)

Center of bottom hole.

Bottom door/drawer
ends flush with end
panel at bottom.
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Construction

Fasteners (Depending on your machinery and need)
• 8 mm construction screw (W.I.C.)

• 3 mm aggressive thread construction screw

• Dowels

• Sheetrock Screws

End panels
• End panels should pass through. NO intermediate panels.
• Cut end panels to length based on panel cutting guide. (See the table at the end of this booklet.)
• End panels should be “balanced,” meaning that the first and last 5mm hole are equal in distance from
top and bottom of the end panel.
• Consult guides for distance to first 5mm hole etc.
• A “Generic End Panel” is a balanced panel that can be used for making many cabinet configurations
from the same part. The panel has no top, no bottom, and no left or right handing.

Finished ends
• Applied finished ends usually match the doors and are applied to the cabinet at installation time. It is
screwed on from the inside, attaching it to the end of the run of cabinets after scribing it to the wall.
(Also called “Plant On Ends.”)
• Laid up or veneered ends are applied directly to the case, usually with contact adhesive. Part is attached
oversized, then trimmed and scribed to the wall.
• Pre-finished ends are attached as a part of the cabinet assembly process, usually with dowel construction or biscuit joints. A press or clamps are required for this.
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Spreader Cleats

• As shown below, use a jig to quickly locate and install spreader cleats. Placing the jig in the next hole
down from the split location centers the cleat exactly in position without measuring.
45 mm

5 mm pin OC

45 mm

Spreader cleat locating jig
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Spreader cleat locating jig
shown in position
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Hardware
• Drawers should be a “Metrically Sound” drawer system. Blum Metabox meets all requirements for size,
speed, quality, and meets W.I.C. specifications.
• Metrically sound means the drawer fixing bracket, or drawer box, can be drilled, or mounted, exactly
the same, regardless of the box depth. This eliminates the need to change stops, risk calculation mistakes, or mis-aligning the drawer in the case.
• Using all full overlay hinges and plates keeps costs down, eliminates several Stock Keeping Units
(SKUs), and keeps mistakes to a minimum. Use plates with screws attached to speed installation (e. g.
Blum 175L8100). If used exclusively, full overlay applications eliminate machinery changes and
confusion over which and how many plates to buy.
• Look for all other hardware which can be installed in the holes. Locating the hardware in the holes will
speed installation and reduce mistakes dramatically. Tip-outs, pull-outs, even pocket doors, are now set
up to use the system holes.
• Spacer blocks and zero protrusion hinges are available from Blum for use in pull-out tray applications.

Language
Develop a common language in the shop and office using the terms found in these pages. Such
catch words such as Standard, B-Rule, Cleat, and End Panel, are a few examples. Measuring
from a hole will be the rule, and “from a hole” always means from the center of the system hole.
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Installation—Notes
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the corners…

This leg adjusts up.
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Installation

Preparation for Leg Levellers
1. Follow drilling instructions for press-in legs (see Figure 8). During shop assembly, place skid blocks
under the cabinet. These double as kick supports in front, and help support wide kicker spans after
cabinet installation.
2. Preparing your bottoms in this manner addresses five separate functions: Skidding in the shop, safe
transport, backing for kicks in long spans, easy alignment of boxes on uneven surfaces, and easy
alignment of doors and drawers. Leg levellers eliminate the manufacturing of “loose kicks” in the
traditional sense.

Figure 8.

“MB” on minipress fence

Front
Pencil Line

Pin #2 (on the stick)
30 mm
Underside of
cabinet bottom

#611120.7700
Skid Blocks

Installation—The Ledger System
1. Attach a ledger to the wall along a line that has been “snapped” 2" below the point where the top of the
cabinet box is to be located. Use Blum part # 611120.7700 “press-in” leg-type levelers knocked into the
bottoms of the base units. (Figure 9).
2. End panels should be notched to accommodate hang rail (Figure 10).
3. Hang your base units on the ledger. Before you slide the boxes together, drill through the top most and
bottom 5mm hole in front and back of the line bored holes inside your box. Attach the boxes together in
line using a through bolt or “sex bolt” (Figure 11). This will align your boxes together in one length
(Figure 12) making it easier to plumb and align the boxes.
4. The back portion of the cabinets are level. Now, level each end. Attach doors and drawers and use them
to align your cabinets by adjusting the legs until the corners match (Figure 13).
5. Attach kicks nail free using Blum part # 602180.7700 knocked into kerfs in back of toe kick, and
assemble kicks on site. No sanding, nail holes, or putty!
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